The lanthanide and actinide series differ from the more widely studied d-transition metal series in that the 4f and 5f shells are inner electrons shielded by the 5s ? 5p 6 (or 6s 2 6p 6 ) closed shells. The result of this shielding is that the f shell interacts much less strongly with its environment than the dtransition series. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the radial charge density for Pr 3+ and il + . The electronic structure of an f n ion is dominated by different interactions than for the more familiar d-transition ions. In this paper we will review the methods and nomenclature used to describe the electronic structure of f n com pounds.
Introduction
The lanthanide and actinide series differ from the more widely studied d-transition metal series in that the 4f and 5f shells are inner electrons shielded by the 5s ? 5p 6 (or 6s 2 6p 6 ) closed shells. The result of this shielding is that the f shell interacts much less strongly with its environment than the dtransition series. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the radial charge density for Pr 3+ and il + . The electronic structure of an f n ion is dominated by different interactions than for the more familiar d-transition ions. In this paper we will review the methods and nomenclature used to describe the electronic structure of f n com pounds.
Brief Review of Atomic Theory [1-4].
For an N electron atom with a nuclear charge Ze where e is the charge of the electron and Z is the atomic number, the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian may be written (assuming the nuclear mass is infinite) 
z These wavefunctions are products of the radial functions Rn^(r) times the spherical harmonics Yj£ (0,40 and the energy levels are highly degenerate. The energy levels are labeled by the principal quantum number n and the orbital quantum number £. This degener acy is removed by considering a number of perturbing effects. An electronic configuration is described by a particular set of quantum numbers n and l. For example, the electronic configura tion of the U 4+ ion is . !, 2, L 2, 6,.10. 2. 6,.10..14. 2. 6..10, 2, 65"2 Is 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4f 5s 5p 5d 6s 6p 5f or as is commonly written [Rn]5f2. Since the electrons in filled subshells (n£ 4&+2) do not contribute to the electronic structure of the low-lying levals we consider In this paper only the proper ties of the electrons in the unfilled shell.
•w represents the electrostatic Couloab repulsion between pairs of electrons.
It is convenient at this point to introduce the operators (note: throughout this paper all operators are typed in script;)
•s The number of terms that need to be considered in this series de pends on the symmetry of the problem. This crystal-field or ii,gand field perturbation breaks the 2J+1 degeneracy of a particular J level and the eigenvalues of the operator J z are needed to label the states.
The last perturbation to be discussed will be the Zeeman operator
To first order this operator can be replaced by
W4-gjBK.J (10)
where gj is the Lands g value which depends on L, S, and J for a particular free ion muitiplet, H is ths external magnetic field, and S is the Bohr magneton. This term is important for the dis cussion of magnetic susceptibility and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) results.
We can picture the results of this discussion in Figure 3 . Here we show the energy levels of the f z configuration and sche matically show the results of successively applying the perturba tion Hamiltonians Jf^, K^, *3 to tnis configuration.
Ligand Field and Spin Orbit Hamiltonians for f .
In this section we will discuss in some detail the applica tion of ^2 and K3 to a configure ion consisting of one f electron outside a closed shell. He shail use as an-example a ligand field of axial symmetry such as one might find in uranocene-type mole cules. A straightforward method for evaluating crystal field matrix elements was developed by Stevens [5] , the operator-equivalent method. The basis for this method is derived from the WignerEckart theorem from which it can be shown that within a particular J (or I) manifold all operators of the same rank have matrix ele ments which are proportional to one another., The matrix elements of these operators have been tabulated along with the proportion ality constants for the ground terms of the f n ions. A convenient source for these tables is the appendices of Abragam and Bleaney [6] .
The OjJ's are the equivalent operators which are proportional to the spherical harmonic tensors of Kq. (8) with the proportionality con stants Kjj being a,B, and y; the second, fourth, sixth order opera tor equivalent factors, respectively. The AS's are usually traated as crystal field parameters.
We will now evaluate the second order crystal field matrix elements for an f 1 ion. The equivalent operator is 0°=3Jf; -J 2 . The energy levels may then be listed as
The factor <r J > is the expectation value of the radial wavefunction. Since A § and <r 2 > are functions of the radial wavefunctions, the usual practice is to evaluate these parameters empirically.
The matrix elements and factors we have found are dependent only on the angular parts of the wavefunction and may be evaluated exactly. The energy levels in terms of the second, fourth, and sixth order crystal field parameters are given later in Appendix C.
The other interaction which is Important for the I 1 case is the spin-orbit interaction 3f2-We may use the £,£z basis set described above and evaluate exactly the angular part of this interaction. This is described in detail in Appendix A. We may ai«o..u«e .the J,Jr basis set which is diagonal in J to calculate .. thVenergies of the states. This calculation is also shown in Appendix A., finally, we'Bay draw a correlation dlagraa which goes from the limit of strong spin-orbit interaction to the limit of strong crystal-field interaction [7] . This diagram is shown in Figure 4 . Although there is no data for organoactinide or CHI VARIED ; It should be emphasized that we are evaluating exactly only the angular terms in the Hamlltonlan, the radial terms are being treated as parameters. For inorganic complexes these radial terns show a smooth variation across the series for a particular type of complex. For example, Figure 5 shows the variation of the spinorbit coupling constant for the entire lantbanide series as deter mined from optical spectra of Ln*+ in LaCl3 [8] . This curve is shifted slightly upward by t>.5Z for the Ln»+ in LaF3. The lanthanide series is considered, to be ionic; if covalent effects are more Important in the actinide series, then we would expect a much larger variation in the empirical radial parameters for the 5f series as a function of the crystal host or compound. 
The electrostatic interaction is diagonal in the L-S representa tion. This is the representation usually used in calculations involving f electrons. We show in Appendix B the calculation of the electrostatic energies in this representation using the diago nal sum method.
The effect of the spin-orbit interaction, X~, nay be readily evaluated within a particular L-S nultiplet. This is equivalent to assuming Jfj » 3f2. For the lanthanide series as mentioned previously, RussellSaunders coupling is a reasonable approximation for the ground terms except for the ions Sm 3+ and Eu 3+ . In the actinide series this approximation is worse because the effects of spin-orbit coupling increase as Z increases. The relatively simple methods we have discussed earlier are inadequate to determine the energies of the configuration f n with n> 2. In the early 1940's Racah [9] developed more powerful methods which have since been applied to atomic spectroscopy. We shall simply mention the results of these methods here. 
Results of Tensor Operator Methods

Racah defined a nei-set of radial parameters (called
In this expression the part in the curly brackets 1 I is a 6-j symbol and the (ceSLllP'^HjlVs'L) is the CO') reduced matrix element. The 6-j symbols are tabulated in the book by Rotenberg, Bivins, Metropolis, and Hooten [11] tftile the iK 11 ) reduced matrix elements are given in Nielson and Koster for the entire f n series. The symbol a in these matrix elements represent additional quantum numbers which are necessary to specify a particular state. Note that these formulas allow us to calculate off-diagonal elements also.
Nielson and Koster also tabulate another useful series of reduced matrix elements, the U( k ) reduced matrix elements. These are written as
where k< 6 for f electrons.
In Figure 6 the energy levels of the f 2 configuration are plotted as a function of eta, £, the relative magnitude of the electrostatic and spin-orbit interactions [12] . At the left hand side of the figure £= 0, and the energy levels represent the limit for pure Russell-Saunders coupling, while on the right hand side 5 " 1» which represents the energy levels in the limit of J-1 coupling. For the lanthanide ion Pr 3+ £ is ^.1 while for n 1 ** C is ^.3. As can be seen the ordering of the energy levels are very sensitive to the relative strengths of these interactions and can change from one compound to another.
The discussion up to this point has been concerned with the free ion model. We have defined the electrostatic and spin-orbit radial parameters which can be used as variables in order to fit spectra. Ideally these parameters should be independent of the compound in which they are measured. In fact it is found that, as mentioned earlier for the spin-orbit coupling constant, the values of the Slater parameters for Ln 3+ in LaCla are slightly different than those found in LaFs. For example, the data for F» 2 
ions diluted in LaF3
Ligand Field Effects for the f Configuration -Uranocene.
We may apply the operator equivalent method discussed earlier for the f 2 case on the lowest term for the U lt+ ion, 3 Hi,. In this example we will use all the terms in the ligand field Hamiltonian allowed by the symmetry of the molecules. Since uranocene has a C$ axis there will be no off-diagonal terms allowed (q -0) and *For energy levels in the strong ligand field limit, see Appendix E. 
He may easily write down the matrix elements for this operator by using Table 2 . 
Since we are neglecting second order effects W-= 0.
To evaluate W^ for our example we need to calculate the matrix element <LSJJ2|t + 2S|LSJJ*> = g <Jz|J|jM -g T <J |J +J + J |J'> (24) Jz'xy z'z If J = J' then z z j + a -3. The operator equivalent method is useful for determining crystal field splittings for the lowest J state of a lanthanide or actinide ion since the necessary a, @, y's are tabulated. However, if we include higher lying J states, the effects of intermediate coupling and the mixing of various J states by the relatively strong crystal field are important, especially for actinide ions. Then it is much simpler to calculate the necessary matrix elements by the tensor operator technique. Unfortunately, the definition used for the crystal field parameters BjJ's in the tensor operator method is different than that of the operator equivalent method. Note also that we are now using B~ for the parameters where k is the superscript and q the subscript; this is the opposite to the earlier Bg's which are defined differently. Table 3 , taken from Kassman [20] , shows the relationship between the tensor operator notation BJJ and the operator equivalent Table 3 Relationship of the tensor operator parameters B. to the operator equivalent parameters A? (from Kassman). A general formula for crystal field matrix elements is given in Appendix D along with an example of its application.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
We have previously discussed the Zeeman operator 2C4 which was written as 3f4 -6W • (L + 2S) which for an isolated J level, which we will consider here, may be rewritten where gj is the free ion g value for a particular J level, and is the Bohr magneton, and H the magnetic field. Now EPR experi ments are usually described in terms of a phenomenological Hamiltonian called a spin-Hamiltonian [6] K for an isolated J state is proportional to free ion gj value and the free hyperfIne coupling constant value aj!
If these proportionalities do not hold, it is an Indication that crystal field mixing of different J states is important. We now follow the procedures for operator equivalents aa we did previously. Thia tlae we are Interested in the J " 5/2 and J -7/2 states. From Table 17 The values for the second order operator equivalent factors may be obtained from In order to obtain the normalization used in Fig. 8 We may determine the degeneracies of each of the two elec tron orbitals from a probability argument. An electron may be placed in an a2 orbital with spin up or down, that is, in two different wsys. An electron may be placed in an e^ orbital in four different ways. If the second e^ orbital is equivalent to the first orbital there are limitations in the number of ways an electron may be placed in the second orbital due to the Fauli principle. For example, let us consider the "~&2 orbitals. We may place the first electron in one of four ways in the first e2 orbital, one of three' ways in the second e 2 orbital so there are 4 x3 or 12 ways of placing the electrons in this orbital pair. However, we must divide this number by two because the
